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To assist restaurant owners and professionals in assessing
emerging employment risks, we are pleased to provide the first issue of our
newsletter. The Restaurant Industry Workplace Law Update highlights topical
issues in claims, defenses, and liability risk management developments.
Supreme Court’s Epic Systems Decision on Arbitration Interpreted Broadly by
Labor Board
The National Labor Relations Board recently held that employers may lawfully issue employees new or
revised mandatory arbitration agreements containing class and collective action waivers even if it was
rolled out in response to the employees opting into a collective action. While the NLRB opinion does
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not affect the enforceability of the arbitration agreements (an issue reserved for the courts to decide),
the NLRBs decision clarifies for employers that they may roll out these agreements without fear of
violating the Act. The decision, of course, could change with a change in the administration. Read full
article …

Illinois Enacts Workplace Harassment Law, Creating New and Expanded
Obligations for Employers
On January 1, 2020, Illinois new law will set new obligations for restaurants operating in the state.
Public Act 101-0221 enacted the Workplace Transparency Act, amended the Illinois Human Rights Act,
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expanded the Victims Economic Security and Safety Act, and established the Hotel and Casino
Employee Safety Act. Each of these dramatically changes the landscape of operating in Illinois and
enlarges the protections afforded to employees in the state. Restaurants operating in Illinois should
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review their employment agreements, policies, training materials, and severance agreements in light of
these changes before January 1, 2020. Read full article …

Chicago City Council Passes Comprehensive Fair Workweek Law that Includes
Predictable Scheduling
Effective July 1, 2020, Chicago will require most large employers to provide workers with at least two
weeks' advance notice of their work schedules, and to compensate workers for last-minute changes.
This law applies to employers with more than 100 employees globally (or 250 in the case of not-forprofit corporations), have at least 50 covered employees within a specific pay range, and are primarily
engaged in a covered industry such as hotels, restaurants, and retail. Read full article …

Labor Department Proposes Changes to Clarify Use of FLSA’s ‘Fluctuating
Workweek’ Pay Method
With many employees that work on variable schedules, restaurant employers could stand to benefit
from a fixed salary pay method as outlined by the Department of Labors (DOL) “fluctuating workweek
(FWW). Despite this, there has been reluctance to use the FWW pay method due to confusion over
obligations regarding overtime. Now, with DOL proposed changes to clarify FWW, employers may want
to reconsider. Read full article …
Please contact a Jackson Lewis attorney with any questions about these and other emerging
employment issues.
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